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The Reconstruction in Afghanistan: The
Indian and Chinese Contribution
GULSHAN

SACHDEVA

1

Afghanistan has witnessed diverse projects of nation building and sociopolitical transformation in the recent decades. The Soviet project of building communism in Afghanistan resulted in over 1 million dead and 5 million Afghan
refugees, mainly in the neighborhood. Similarly, when Pakistan pushed
the conservative Taliban' regime in AfghaniStan, the world faced disastrous
consequences, including 9/11. The current international project of building
democracy and market economy is mandated by the United Nations and being
implemented mainly by the Western alliance led by the United States. So far,
this endeavor has produced mixed results. Apart from installing a democratic
gqvernment, the country has made significant achievements in infiastruct~re,
education, and the economy in the last eight Years. After reaching record
levels in 2007, opium cultivation and proClu,ctionhave somewhat stabilIzed at .
Inoderate levels in the last two years. Although the alliance has had significant
s{U.:cessesin many areas, the Taliban insurgency is gaining strength in some
parts of the country and security situation has deteriorated. There is also an
alarming rise in suicide bombings. Most analysts believe that there is a need
.
to r~think the present strategy.2
•1: The new Af- Pak policy in Afghanistan has failed to show any significant
improvement. Instead of weakening, antigovernment forces have been able
to increase its strength even in northern Afghanistan.3 Within six months of
announcing a "comprehensive new strategy for Afg);1anistan and Pakistan" in
which the new U.S. president Barack Obama aimed "to disrupt, dismantle and
defeat al Qaeda in Pakistan and Afghanistan, and to prevent their return to
either country in the future,"4 he was again considering shifting his strategy.5
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The new Afghanistan-Pakistan Regional Stabilization Strategy outlined by
the U.S. State department inJanuary 2010 focuses on reintegration, expanded
civilian presence, and regional diplomacy. At the recent London Conference
participants "re-affirmed the· goals of greater Afghan leadership, increased
regional cooperation and more effective international partnership." To end
the stalemate, consensus is also emerging on reconciliation with the Taliban.
With continuing excessive focus on security, narcotics, and corruption in
the Western media, relatively less attention has been paid to India and China
in Afghan reconstruction as well as developments in the area of regional
cooperation. This chapter also argues that despite difficult security situation
and limited capacities, Afghanistan could emerge as an important player in
regional economic cooperation. All international and regional players have
appreciated its approach toward regional cooperation. High economic growth
in both Central and South Asian regions is also pushing policymakers to
work for integration strategies. It is further argued that developments in the
area of regional cooperation involving Afghanistan have major implications
for regional peace and stability as well as India's linkages with the Eurasian
regIon:'

Background
Decades of war, followed by the Taliban regime, destroyed the core institutions of Afghan state. The heavily war-torn economy faced high levels of.
absolute poverty, ill he~lth, large-scale illiteracy, and complete marginalization of female population. In addition, millions of Afghans left the country
and became refugees mainly in the neighboring countries. After the fall of
Taliban, all Afghan factions who were opposed to Taliban met in Bonn in
December 2001. The meeting was sponsored by the United Nations, The
Bonn Agreement6. charted the roadmap for the political transformation of
the country into a democratic state. The UN Security Council endorsed
the agreement through its resolution 1383.7 Under the leadership of Hamid
Karzai, a transitional administration was established to guide the process of
transformation. The interim administration derived its authority through
the Laya Jirgha (Grand Council) convened by former Afghan king Zahir
Shah. In early 2002, international donors pledged about US$4.5 billio.n in
Tokyo for the reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan. In March 200~, the
UN also established the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA).·
The constitutional Laya Jirgha adopted a new constitution in January 2004,
with the presidential form of government. In April 2004 in Berli,n, 23 donor
nations pledged a total of US$8.2 billion in aid to Afghanistan over three
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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Under the new co'nstitution, presidential elections were held in October
2004 and parliamentary elections in Septe!pber 2005. More than 75 percent
voters participated in the presidential election and a significant number of
women were elected to the National Assembly. The constitution also established legal protection for private property and it was presumed that economic
development in the country will be based mainly on the market economy.
These were remarkable achievements for a country destroyed by decades of
war. Once these landmarks were achieved, international community and the
'Afghanistan government agreed on the Afghanistan Compact9 at the London
Conference in 2005. The compact set ambitious targets for security, governance, development, regional cooperation, and counter-narcotics. While
reviewing the Afghanistan Compact, at another international conference on
Afghanistan in Paris in June 2008, the international community made further
commitments for the next five years.tO Despite serious difficulties, the process
of the second presidential election was completed in 2009.

Achievements
Ac~ording
to the Afghanistan
National Dfvelopment Strategyll (ANDS) more
.
'
,t4an 5 million Afghan refugees have returned home since 2002. In 2006 alone
342,925 Afghan refugees returned from Pakistan and Iran and another 1,000
from other countries. The number of school-going children has grown from
u~der 1 million in 2001 to about 6 million in 2007 (one-third of them are
girls). In 2007, there were more than 9,000 schools (including 1,337 all-girls
~p.d4,325 co-educational). The number of teachers has increased sevenfold to
1.42,,500,which included 40,000 female teachers. In the health and nutrition
$ector,
I
•an amount of more than US$l billion has been invested in the last'five
,years.As a result, percentage of people living in areas where basic health care
facilities are made available has increased from 9 percent in 2002 to 85 percent
in 2008. Infant mortality rate has been reduced by 26 percent in five years12;
?q percent of children under the age of five have been immunized against
"bildhood diseases. Between 2002 and 2008, there has been a 38 percent
reduction in child mortality and 40 percent in maternal mortality. As a result,
the
. lives of approximately 500,000 children have been saved since 2003.13
'
, It is remarkable that despite a difficult legacy, the macroeconomic stability
in Afghanistan has been maintained in the last few years (see table 12.1). This
has been a result of disciplined fiscal and monetary polides. A new currency
~vassuccessfully introduced. Till 2007; inflation remained reasonably low and
,exchange rate has been stable. More than a dozen private commercial banks,
, two private airlines, and 13 microfinance institutions are operating successfully. About 150 cities across Afghanistan now have access to mobile phone
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networks and Internet provider services. Many multinationals are already
operating or showing an interest in Afghanistan, which include Coca Cola,
Siemens, Nestle, and Etisalat. In 2001, only 15,000 people had access to telecom
facilities. Today the number of telephone users (mainly mobile) has crossed 4
million, which is more than 15 percent of the population. Afghan Telecom has
installed 86,000 fixed digital lines and 233,000 wireless lines in all 34 provinces. By mid-2009 the process of constructing a 3,200-kilometer optical-fiber
network connecting major provincial capitals with one another and also with
neigh1;>oringcountries will be complete. A largely free and privately owned
media sector has developed. Presently Afghanistan has seven national TV stations (out of which six are private), numerous radio networks, and a diverse and
increasingly professional print media. According to government sources, about
12,000 kilometers of roadways have been rehabilitated, improved, or bUIlt,
including the 2,200-kilometer-Iong ring road that connects all major towns of
Afghanistan, national highways, provincial roads, a~d rural roads. More than
US$2 billion has been spent on roads. All these projects are implemented in
difficult security situations that are normally not mentioned while discussing
broader security and strategic matters concerning Afghanistan.

Security Situation and Narcotics
After initial successes till 2004-2005, situation in AfghaI.listan has become
more difficult, complex, and challenging. One of the main reasons has been
the deteriorating security situation, particularly in the south· and east of the
country. A major change that has happened in the last three years is the rise
in suicide bombings that reached almost 150 in 2007 and further increased in
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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2008. As table 12.2 shows the figures of coalition casualties in Afghanistan are
"growing with every passing year making 2009 the bloodiest year since 2001.
In addition, opium production continues to be a serious problem in
Afghanistan although -2008 and 2009 opium surveys by the United Nations
0ffice of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) have shown that there has been some
moderate decline. In 2008 it was shown that 98 percent of the total cultivation
was confined to seven provinces with serious security problems. Five out of
these provinces were in the south and two in the west of Afghanistan. The seven
provinces that contributed to 98 percent of Afghan opium cultivation and production in 2008 were Hilmand, Kandahar, Uruzgan, Daykundi, Zabul, Farah,
,and Nimroz, clearly showing strong linkages between local opium production
and the security situation. Opium cultivation in Afghanistan has decreased
by 22 percent, from 157,000 hectares in 2008 to 123,000 hectares in 2009. In
2008, Hilmand remained the single largest opium-cultivating province where
66 percent of the total Afghan opium cultivation·was done. In 2009 cultivation
'declined by a third, to less than 70,000 hect'ares in Hilmand. The 2009 survey
also shows that compared to 13 in 2007 and 18 in 2008, 20 provinces (out of
34) were poppy free. All the seven provinces in the northern region have been
poppy free for almost a decade. The survey rightly asserts that "controlling
drugs in Afghanistan will not solve all of the country's problems, but the coun-try'sproblems cannot be.solved without controlling drugS."14
t' Various official and unofficial reports and studies have broadly pointed out
that Afghanistan today is at crossroads. The Afghanistan Study Group report
that was released in early 2008 sums up the mood by asserting that "the prog'iess achieved after six years of international engagement is under serious threat
4"romresurgent violence, weakening international r~solve, mounting regional
'challenges and a growing lack of confidence on the part of the Afghan people
about the future direction of their country"15
.
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Similarly, the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) report16
sums up its findings as follows: (1) Afghans are losing trust in their government because of an escalation in violence; (2) Public expectations are neither
being met nor managed; and (3) Conditions in Afghanistan have deteriorated in all key areas targeted for development, except for the economy and
women's rights. In September 2008 the UN secretary general in its report
observed that "the overall situation in Afghanistan has become more challenging." Despite enhanced capacities, he notes that the " security situation
has deteriorated markedly." Further, "the influence of the insurgency has
expanded beyond traditionally volatile areas" and "incidents stemming from
cross border activities from Pakistan have increased significantly in terms of
numbers and sophistication." In addition, he mentions that the humanitarian
situation has also deteriorated. The report also draws particular attention to
the increase in the nUinber of civilian casualties that "are caused mainly by
anti-government activities but are also the unintended consequence of operations by pro-government forces.,,17
In 2009, General Stanley A. McChrystal, the then commander of
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) and u.S. forces in Afghanistan,
had warned that the situation is serious and "neither success nor failure can
be taken for granted'~ and that "many indicators suggest that situation is deteriorating." He further wrote that "we face not only a resilient and growing
insurgency, there is also a crisis of confidence among Afghans-in both their
government and in the international community-that
undermines our credibility and emboldens the insurgents."18

Reconstruction
,

.

Overall, more than 70 nations have committed over US$57 billion for Afghan
reconstruction. As of February 2009, the United States had pledged US$38.6
billion, out of which US$22 billion had already been disbursed. As table 12.3
shows, more than 50 percent of this aid has gone into building the Afghan
National Army and the Afghan National Police. Other commitments are in
the areas of economic and social development, governance, counter-narcotics
and suppo'rt to many civil society activities. Apart from this, the number of
U.S. troops serving in Afghanistan could touch 100,000,in 2010.19 Figures
provided in table 12.3 do not include resources provided for military operation in the country.
The other major commitment to Afghanistan is from Europe. Individual
member states of the EU and the European Commission are making significant contribution to security and justice reforms, development and reconstruction, counter-narcotics
andusing
regional
cooperation
activities
in Afghanistan.
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Despite significant success in many areas (economy, education, infrastructure, health, women rights), defeatism is spreading in many European capitals. Exit strategies are being worked out, including "negotiated settlements"
with the Taliban. On reconstruction, the United Kingdom has spent over
BP 740 million (around U5$1175 million) in the last eight years and committed to more than BP 510 million (U5$810 million) over the next four
years.20 Germany has also increased its funding in 2008-2009; by 2010,
it is likely to have made available resources worth some 1.2 billion euros
(U5$1.72 billion).21From Asia, Japan has pledged around U5$1.8 billion to
Afghanistan for projects in areas including reconstruction (U5$919 million),
security (U5$212 million), and governance (U5$247 million). Together with
the UN, Japan is a lead nation in disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) and is also involved in the construction of the Kabul-Kandahar
highway and a terminal at the Kabul International Airport.

Indian Role in Reconstruction
With a broad understanding that peaceful and stable Afghanistan is crucial
for regional stability, India has been playing an active role in the reconstruction since 2002. 50 far it has pledged assistance for about U5$1.3 billion, with
projects covering the whole country mainly in the areas of road construction,
power transmission lines, hydroelectricity, agriculture, telecommunication,
education, health, and capacity building. Details of these projects can be classified under four major heads:22
One of the major infrastructural projects completed by India is the construction of the 218-kilometer-Iong Zaranj-Delaram road in southwestern
Afghanistan. This road has a strategic significance for India as it is going to
facilitate movement of go~odsand services from Afghanistan to the Iranian
border and, onward, to the Chahbahar Port. This road, together with
60 kilometers of inner-city roads in Zaranj and Gurguri, was completed in
January 2009 at a cost ofU5$150 million. During construction 6 Indians and
179 Afghans lost their lives due to insurgent attacks. Another major project,
which was completed in 2009, was the construction of a 220kV DC transmission line from Pul-e-Khumri tQ Kabul and a 220/110/20 kV substation
at Chimtala. Built at the cost of U5$120 million, this line has facilitated an
almost 24-hour power supply from the northern grid to Kabul City. Further,
Indian engineers will also be setting up additional 220/20 kV substations
at Charikar and Doshi along with Pule-e-Khumri Kabul transmission line.
With India's help, construction and commissioning of the 42 MW 5alma Dam
power project on the Hari Rud River in Herat province is also going to be
completed by the end of2010 at the cost ofU5$184 million.
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The Indian government is also going to invest US$180 million to construct
the Afghan Parliament building by 2011. It has also restored telecommunication infrastructl.l;re in 11 provinces and expanded national TV network by
providing an uplink from Kabul and downlinks in all 34 provincial capitals.
Earlier, it also supplied vehicles (400 buses and 200 minibuses for mass urban
transportation, 105 utility vehicles for municipalities) and 3 airbus aircrafts and
spares to Ariana Afghan Airlines. The Indian government also supplied equipment for three substations in the Faryab province andfor a 125-kilometer-Iong
transmission line from Andhkhoi to Maimana, besides rehabilitating Amir
Ghazi and the Quargah Reservoir Dam. It further helped in the restoration/
revamping of the Afghan media, including the setting up of Azadi (Freedom)
printing press, a 100KW-SW transmitter at Yakatoot (Kabul), as well as a TV
satellite uplinking/downlinking facility for 10 TV stations and a downlinking facility and TV transmitters in 24 provinces. Other infrastructure projects
include solar electrification of 100 villages, construction of a 5000MT cold
storage in Kandahar, establishment of a modern TV studio and a 1000W TV
transmitter in Jalalabad, setting up of a mobile TV satellite uplink and five
TV relay centers in Nangarhar, digging 26 tube wells in 6 northwestern provinces, drilling of 24 deep wells in Herat, planning the construction of a Radio
Television Afghanistan (RTA) building in Jalalabad and leasing of slots on the
Indian satellite INSAT3A for RTA telecast since 2004.
At the humanitarian level, the Indian government is providing a daily supply
of 100 grams of fortified, high-protein biscuits to nearly 1.2 million children
under a School Feeding Program. This program is administered through the
World Food Program and will cost US$460 million when completed in 2012.
It has also reconstructed the Indira Gandhi Institute of Child Health in Kabul

°

and provides free medical consultation and medicines through bran~hes of the
Indian Medical Mission in Kabul, Kandahar, Jalalabad, Herat,OandMazare-Sharif to over 300,000 patients annually. Apart from supplying blankets,
tents, medicines, vegetables, seeds, and other items during 20q2-2004, the
Indian government also announced a gift of 250,000 metric tons of wheat in
.2009.
India is also playing an important role in the field of education by providing 675 long-term university scholarships annually. These fellowships are
sponsored by the Indian Council for Cultural Relations for undergraduate
and postgraduate studies. In addition, 675 annual slots for short-term technical training courses are being provided every year since 2006. At the January
2010 London Conference, the Indian external affairs minister announced
further 200 graduate and 100 postgraduate/PhD fellowships for 5 years in
agriculture and related fields. In 2005, with India's assistance, the Habibia
School in Kabul was reconstructed and about 9,000 educational kits provided
to its students. Further, it provided 20,000 school desks to the Ministry of
°
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Education and laboratory equipments and sports goods to schools in Nimroz
as well as teacher training and books to Kandahar and Khost Universities.
In cooperation with the UNDP, the Indian government has also been
deputing 30 Indian civil servants as coaches and mentors annually under
the Capacity for Afghan Public Administration program since 2007. It has
also provided services of Indian banking experts to Da Afghan Bank and the
Millie Bank as well as of Indian English teachers in 5 cities; it has provided
vocational training in carpentry, tailoring, welding, masonry, and plumbing
(through the Confederation of Indian Industries) to 1,000 Afghans as well
as in garment making, nursery plantation, food processing, and marketing
to 1,000 Afghan women (through the Women's Vocational Training Centre
in Baghe-Zanana), besides setting up computer training centers as well as
Hindi and English departments at the Nangarhar University. Special training courses have also been provided to more than 150 Afghan diplomats at
the Indian Foreign Service Institute, 30 staff of the National Assembly at the
Bureau of Parliamentary Studies an-d Training, about 300 Afghan police, 60
teachers, 60 doctors and paramedics, 60 Ariana Airlines officials, and 40 officials ftom the Ministry of Mining -and Industry. In addition, Indian institutions are also providing training to Afghans in various fields through training
programs organized by many international agencies independently.
With the help of the Indian government, around 100 small development
projects in the areas of agriculture, public health, rural development, and education have also been under different stages of implementation in 19 provinces
of Afghanistan since 2007. In 2002, India contributed US$lO million to the
Afghan government budget and has supported· the Afghan Reconstruction
Trust Fund regularly since 2002. In 2005-2006, it also provided 150 trucks,
15 ambulances, 120 jeeps" bulletproof jackets, bulletproof helmets, laseraim points, mine detectors, winter clothing, medicines, and other items to
the Afghan National Army. It also helped in the setting up of the Common
Facilities Service Centre and Tool Room at the Pule-e-Charkhi Industrial
Park and trained 5,000 self-help groups in Balakh. The government of India
has also agreed to restore the Stor Palace in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and the House of Screens in old Kabul City.
It seems the Afghans have a very positive perception of Indian activities
in the country. This fact has been brought out by many opinion polls. In
the latest nationwide survey conducted by the BBC, ABC News, and the
German news agency ARD in December 2009, 71 percent of Afghans had
a very favorable or favorable opinion about India (see tables 12.4 and 12.5).
Corresponding figures for the United States, the United Kingdom, Iran, and
Germany were 51 percent, 39 percent, 40 percent, and 59 percent respectively. Only 15 percent of the Afghan population had a favorable opinion
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about Pakistan. Similarly, 44 percent Afghans think that India is playing a
neutral role and 36 percent think it is playing a positive role.

Chinese Involvement in Reconstruction
and Development .'
IChina condemned Soviet intervention· in Afghanistan23 and late~ cooperated with the United States in arming Afghan Mujaheedin groups against
oviet occupation.24 After the collapse of the Taliban, Chinese authorities
showed relatively little interest in Afghanistan's reconstruction. According
o Chinese government sources, China has provided more than 900 million
ruan (US$132 million) in grants to Afghanista~~ The main projects include
theJomhuri Hospital and the Parwan Irrigation Project as well as training for
lbout 500 afghan officials in diplomacy, trade, finance, agriculture, counterlarcotics, and other fields.25 It remained disengaged in the country until the
I\fghan administration opened its energy, mineral, and raw material to foreign
nvestors.26 In November 2007, the Metallurgical Construction Corporation
)f China (MCC) and the Jiangxi Copper Limited (]CC) consortium were
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selected as preferred bidders for the Aynak copper mine project by the
Afghanistan Ministry of Mines. In 2008, the Afghan cabinet approved the
project.
\ The Aynak copper mine, a 28 sq, km field, is in Logar province, some
60 kilometers southeast of Kabul. This is the second largest copper mine in
the world. According to the Afghanistan Investment Support Agency, MCC
plans to invest US$2.9 billion in the project; with investment reaching to
US$5 billion in the future. MCC will pay to the Afghan government US$400
million annually to operate the mine and an additional US$800 million as
assurance to start extraction work at the copper mine. MCC has also agreed
to build a 400 MW power station that will be used both for the mine and for
the residents _ofKabul. MCC will excavate the coal mine deposits in the area
for its energy resource and is committed to build a railway line from the Logar
province to one of Afghanistan's borders to facilitate the export of copper. It
is expected that this large- investment including subprojects will create direct
and indirect employment opportunities for 15,000 people. Based on facts
from the Ministry of Mines, the Aynak copper mine is believed to contain
almost 20 million tons of copper. The construction period of this project is 5
years with a production period of 30 years. There have been allegations that a
bribe ofUS$30 million was paid to get this contractY However, the minister
of mines rejects all bribery allegations, saying that MCC's bid was the strongest.28 In March 2009, at the special conference on Afghanistan, organized
under the auspices of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, members
"stressed the importance of concerted and combined efforts in the region t,o
counter terrorism, illicit narcotics and organized crime, in particular coordination and cooperation of Afghanistan and its neighbors."29
In recent years, the Chinese have begun to understand that, as a major
power, China has to take some major responsibilities in Afghanistan. Broadly,
speaking, three, views of Chinese involvement have emerged. The first view
is that China should stop seeing the Afghan issue as an exclusive American
problem as it has long-term security implications for China. A second more'
cautious view indicates many negative consequences for its involvement in the
Afghan problem. A third view suggests that instead of a regular army China
may send police and paramilitary forces into Afghanistan.3o Whatever position the Chinese government takes ip future, it is becoming clear that it will
be more involved in Afghanistan than hitherto. '

Regional Economic Cooperation
Despite difficult security situation, bad governance, and limited capacities, Afghanistan could emerge as an important player in regional economic
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cooperation. Policymakers in Afghanistan believe that after decades of war
the country now has a unique opportunity to realize its potential as a "land
bridge': between Central, South, and West Asia. They also advocate that peace
and stability in this strategically important country is going to provide huge
economic opportunities not only to Afghanistan but also to its neighbors.
Increasingly it is pointed out that with enhanced cooperation, landlocked
energy-rich Central Asia could be connected to energy-deficient South Asia.
Similarly, Afghanistan could also realize significant revenue as transit fee and
improve its economic activities in the process.
Most official declarations indicate that Afghanistan is seriously committed
to regional cooperation. It intends to share the benefits of its centrality through
regional cooperation with its neighbors and countries beyond its immediate
neighborhood. The two major documents The Afghanistan Compact and The
Afghanistan National Development Strategy clearly show that regional economic
cooperation is one of the main priorities of the government. Despite difficult conditions and limited capacities, the Afghan governm-ent has been able
to market itself as an important player in regional cooperation. This is evident. through various international declarations such as the Good Neighborly
Relations Declaration of 2002, the Dubai Declaration of 2003, the Berlin
Agreements of2003, the Bishkek Conference of2004, the Kabul Conference
declaration of2005, the New Delhi Conference declaration of2006, and the
Islamabad Conference declaration of 2009. Through these announcements,
countries in the region have accepted the centrality of Afghanistan in economic cooperation.

Afghan, Engagement with Regional Organizations
Afghanistan has requested for accession to the World Trade Organization
(WTO). In December 2004, the General Council of the WTO established a
working party to examine its membership. At the WTO General Council,
Afghan ambassador Assad Orner reiterated that Afghanistan "hoped to
re-establish itself as the land bridge for trans-continental trade." Apart from
making efforts to join the WTO, the country is also simultaneously engaged
'with many of its neighbors through bilateral and multilateral trade, economic, and investment agreements. Afghanista!l is an active member of the
Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO). At the fourteenth South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) summit, which was held
in New Delhi in April 2007, Afghanistan became the eighth member of the
group. Afghanistan's membership in the SAARC has' the potential to bring
new dynamism in economic relations between the South Asian and Central
Asian regions. Afghanistan also serves in the contact group of the Shanghai
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Cooperation Organization (SCO). Through its membership in the Central
Asian Regional Economic, Cooperation (CAREC), the Central and South
Asia Transport and Trade Forum (CSATTF), and the UN Special Program for
the Economies of Central Asia (SPECA), Afghanistan is also trying to involve
itself with various regional projects and activities associated with enhanced
regional cooperation. Officially it is claimed that "through regional cooperation, Afghanistan wishes to (a) improve trading opportunities; (b) integrate
itself with the regional rail and road networks; (c) be an important partner
in regional energy markets; (d) eliminate narcotics trade; and (e) achieve
Millennium Development Goals."31

Regional Economic Cooperation Conference (RECC)
on Afghanistan
To publicize the concept of Afghanistan's centrality and to identify some
regional projects, Afghanistan initiated an institutional mechanism called
Regional Economic Cooperation Conference (RECC) in 2005. The first
RECC was held in Kabul on December 4-5, 2005 and was organized at
the initiative of the United Kingdom, the G-8 chair at the time. The Kabul
Conference attempted to bring together 11 regional countries-namely,
China, India, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkey,
Turkmenistan, the United Arab Emirates, and Uzbekistan-and
G-8 representatives along with officials from the World Bank, Asian Development
Bank, IMF, ECO, SCO, and other such organizations. The focus of the initiative was to promote specific forms of economic cooperation in areas of
critical concern to the regional countries. These included specific sectors such
as trade, investment and transport facilitation, electricity trade, and energy
development, among others. At the end, an ambitious Kabul Declaration was
adopted that incorporated decisions on areas that were identified as promoting cooperation. These areas included (a) electricity trade and power development; (b) sharing the benefits of water; (c) counter-narcotics; (d) transport;
(e) energy transport; (f) trade facilitation; and (e) business climate.
The second RECC was hosted by India in New Delhi in November 2006.
This meeting tried to build on the workidone at Kabul in 2005 and followed
on the themes identified in that conference. The countries t?at participated
at the New Delhi meeting were Canada, China, Finland (EU presidency),
France, Germany, Iran, Italy,Japan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, RU:ssia,
Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan, the United Arab Emirates, ,the United
Kingdom, the United States, and Uzbekistan. In addition, ADB, Aga Khan
Development Network, European Commission, European Council, IMF,
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major themes discussed in New Delhi were trade and transport facilitation,
investment, regional energy trading, and the Turkmenistan-AfghanistanPakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline. Special focus was also given to renewal
-energy and agriculture. In association with the Afghanistan Investment
Support Agency (AISA), concurrent business meetings were also held. Some
: of the recommendations of these meetings included the following:
• The creation of a Centre for Regional Cooperation in Kabul.
• Public-Private partnership as a key aspect of regional development.
• Existing regional groupings should consider integrating their efforts into
a larger single entity.
• Afghanistan would benefit more from a region-specific approach to
capacity development.
• New themes for the next conference were identified as mining, water,
health, labor movement and human resource development, and trade and
transit.
Similarly, among other things, the New Delhi Declaration decided that
• Regional countries will undertake. stronger credibility/confidencebuilding measures and will intensify efforts to remove obstacles to overland trade and transit between countries and regions.
• The short-term focus of regional economic cooperation will be on practical win-win projects, notably in the fields of energy, transport and
trade, agriculture, and mining ..
.'. There will be better information sharing, via prioritization of key issues,
among th~ countries and regional organizations in order to avoid duplication of efforts.
ADB will undertake a study on regional integration strategies and will
share key findings at the next conference.
Regional countries will work toward aviation liberalization 'for greater
regional connectivity.
• Work will be accelerated on TAPI gas pipeline to develop a technically
and commercially viable project.
• The regional count~ies will encourage forging of institutional link.:.:
ages with training institutes in' their resJ?ective countries with a view
to capacity building of their workforce, with the lon~-term objective of
establishing regional training institutes in specialized areas.'
At the New Delhi conference it was decided that the next RECC will
take place in Islamabad in 2007. However, due to' political changes and
other reasons, it was postponed many times. Finally, the third RECC
took place in Islamabad in May 2009 where many issues concerning trade,
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energy, capacity building, agriculture, and counter-narcotics were discussed.
Among many other decisions, it was agreed that priority will be given to the
following items.
• Conclusion of Trade and Transit agreement between Afghanistan and
Pakistan before the end of2009.
• A pre-feasibility study (to be conducted by the European Commission)
of railways across Afghanistan linking major destinations within
Afghanistan and its neighbors.
• Establishment of a Customs Academy in Kabul.
• Feasibility studies for the development of border economic zones around
Afghanistan.
• A centre (supported by the European Commission) within the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to follow up o.n issues of regional economic
cooperation.
At the conference it was also agreed that the next RECC will take place in
Turkey ..

Developments Targeting Regional Integration
is not only that Afghanistan and its neighbors have signed some agreements;
there is also significant development in the ac~ual realization of some of these
initiatives.
\It

Afghanistan) has practically no rail or water transport connections. Besides
using the meager air transport, the country relies mainly on road transport. Till
1980, Afghanistan had 18,000 kilometers of road network, out of which a stretch
of only 3,000 kilometers was asphalted. As a result of decades of conflict, the
road network was completely destroyed. In the last few years, the country has
been working on a major program of improving its road network. As per the
Road Master Plan, Afghanistan has four kinds of roads: national highways (3,363
kilometers), regional highways (4,884 kilometers), provincial roads (9,656 kilometers), and rural roads (17,000 kilometers). For regional cooperation, improvement in regional roads is very important as they connect Afghanistan with its
neighboring countries, namely, Iran, Pak.;istan,Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and
Uzbekistan. They also connect neighborlng countries with each other. With
the help of multilateral agencies and donor countries (mainlyUSAID, World
Bank, ADB,European Commission,]apan, Iran, India, Pakistan, among others),
most of these regional roads have been rehabilitated and/or constructed. Under
this program rehabilitation of the ring road has been given priority. as it connects the country starting in Kabul, going through Doshi-Puekhumry, Mazare-Sharif, Faryab, Badghees, Herat, and Kandahar, and finally ending in Kabul.
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:the total length of the ring road is 2,210 kilometers. By June 2009, the Ministry
of Public Works claimed that 90 percent of the ring road project was complete.
The'remaining 10 percent was expected to be completed in the next 18 months
with an additional cost ofUS$ 300 million. The roads that connect Afghanistan
to 'its neighbors and consequently to countries in the region are as follows: KabulTorkham, Herat-Torghundi, Herat-Islamqala, Kandahar-Spinboldok, AquinaAndhkhoy, .Delaram-Zeranj, and Pule Khumri-Sherkhan Bandar Naibabad.
Total length of these roads is 1,153 kilometers. Out of which, 597 kilometers
have been rehabilitated so far.
As"a significant portion of the national ring road has already been completed, transit time through Afghanistan is greatly lowered.' The opening of Sher Khan Bandar "Friendship Bridge" connecting Afghanistan and
Tajikistan was also another major milestone. This bridge, 672 meters long
and 11 meters wide, and costing US$37 million, will not only connect two
neighboring countries but also help increase trade and investment flows in
the entire region. The plans for connecting Afghanistan with Iran (Herat·Sangan project) and Pakistan (Chaman-Spinboldok railway) are at different
stages of implementation. With the completion of the ring road and further
connections with neighbors, Afghanistan can also plan to become a partner
in'north-south transport corridors. Improvement in transit facilities through
~urkmenistan, Tajikistan, and Pakistan and development, of Regional
Opportunity Zones (ROZ) on the Af-Pak border has the potential to further
integrate the region.
I ,In the area of power, Afghanistan is already involved in serious crossborder energy trade. By early 2009, imported ,power represented about
25-30 percent of Afghanistan's imported power supply. Currently, it imports
about 100 MW, of power from four neighboring countries, namely, Iran,
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan. Under the North Eastern Power
System (NEPS), Afghanistan expects to import another 300 MW of power
.from Uzbekistan by 2008-2009. Similarly, ,through the Central Asia-South
Asia project (CASA-1000), it is expected that by 2012 it will import 1,300
MW of additional power from Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan; out of this, about
1,000 MW
,300 MW of power will remain in Afghanistan and the remaining
.
'will be exported to Pakistan. Various bilateral electricity trade deals such as
the NEPS,32 together w ithj evolving new multilateral projeCts such as CASA1000, could eventually lead to the creation' of an integrated Central Asia,

iSouth Asia Regional Electricity Market (CAS'AREM). III January 2009, a
roject of electricity transfer from Uzbekistan to Kabul coveririg a distance
of 462 kilometers over the Hindu Kush through the Salang Pass was inaugurated. The 202-kilometer-Iong 220 KV DC transmission line from Pul-eKhumri to Kabul along with Chimtala substation project is one of the major
lndian infrastructure projects in Afghanistan.
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Importance for India
Afghanistan's success in regional cooperation initiatives has major implications
for India's linkages with the Central Asian region in the long run. Trade through
Pakistan and Afghanistan could also alter India's continental trade. By 2015,
India's trade with Europe, CIS plus Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan would be in
the range of US$500 to 600 billion annually. Even if 20 percent of this trade is
conducted through road, US$100 to 120 billion of Indian trade would be passing th~ough the Eurasian region.33 With improvement in India-Pakistan relations, an important portion of Indian trade (particularly from the landlocked
northern states including Jammu and Kashmir) will be moving through Pakistan
and Afghanistan. With the possibility of this trade passing through Afghanistan
and Central Asia, most of the infrastructural projects in the region will become
economically viable. These linkages will also transform small and medium
industries and agriculture in Central Asia with the help of good Indian, as well
as Pakistani, expertise in these fields. For this to happen, first of all a massive.
effort is needed to rebuild Afghanistan's transport network and economy. From
the 'commitments of international community and multilateral institutions, it
seems that this would happen immediately once there is relative political stability in Afghanistan. The second major impediment in realizing this potential is
the existing difficult relation between India and Pakistan. While looking at the
regional economic dynamics, it is clear that both India and Pakistan would be
paying huge economic costs for not cooperating in the Central Asian region. If
trade stops in Pakistan, many road and other infrastructural projects will never
become viable because of low volumes .. Similarly, India may never be able to
radically restructure its continental trade through north-south corridor. Direct
linkages between Central Asia and India will also give a huge boost to all economies in the region, particularly in Afghanistan. In cooperation with each other
both India and Pakistan could become significant pl~yers in 'central Asia. The .
economic costs of continuing conflict is going·to·be_much bigger for both Illdia
and Pakistan than normally perceived by policy makers on both sides.

Success in Regional Economic Cooperation
May Lead, to Security Cooperation
Compared to a regional approach to economic development that has been well
appreciated by all concerned players, the situation in security matters is more
complex. Almost all forty-two nations that contribute troops to the ISAF
are from outside the region. There are no troops from Iran, China, Pakistan,
India, Russia, or Central Asian republics. These are the countries that are
actually going to be directly affected by developmen'ts within Afghanistan.
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pakistan's involvement in security matters in Afghanistan is complicated. On
the one hand, it helps the coalition forces in Afghanistan through logistics, .
intelligence, joint operations, and other such·assi~bnce as a major non-NATO
ally. On the other hand, most of the Afghan insurgent groups have bases in
Pakistan. In addition, they are given tactical support by many elements within
the administration. Regional countries are not involved even in the training of security personnel. This despite the fact that trainers from Iran, India,
Pakistan, and the Central Asian region could communicate in local languages
and will have more cultural understanding of the place .
.. Today, what Afghanistan is facing is a typical insurgency. It has broadly two
distinct insurgencies. One is the Kandahar-based insurgency that is mainly
dominated by the Taliban in the south. The eastern insurgency is more complex. It is a loose confederation of affiliates such as the Haqqani Network
and like-minded groups (AIQaeda, Hizb-e-IslamiGulbuddin,
and Pakistani
militant groups Jaish-e-Mohammed, Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, and Tehrik Nefazi-Shariat Muhammad). Both the Taliban and the eastern groups have support
structures in Pakistan. Their shared goals include the expulsion of all foreign
military forces from Afghanistan, the elimination of external government
influence in their respective areas, and the imposition of a religiously conservative, Pashtun-Ied government. 34
On the basis of90 insurgencies over the world since 1945, a recent RAND
studfS shows that it takes an average of 14years to defeat an insurgency. Due to
history and topography, it might take even longer in Afghanistan. Experience
in the region also shows that a large number of boots on the ground are needed
to mange any insurgency. The ratio in South Asia is somewhere between 1 to
30 or 35. Current estimates of Taliban and other insurgents in Afghanistan are
between 10,000 and 17,000. It means that to manage and defeat this insurgency
a.minimum 300,000 troops are nee.ded in Afgharhstan for at least ten to fifteen
years. With the current number of troops it is going to be a very difficult task
to, manage Afghan insurgency. In the absence· of the required numbers,
the
'
coalition forces have relied more on airpower in counterinsurgency operations. According to a human rights report, 116 civilians were killed in 2006
in 13 bombings. Similarly, 321 civilians were killed in 2007 in 22 bombings
while hundreds more were injured. In the first seven months of 2008 at least
1'19civilians were killed in 12 airstrikes.36 According to UNAMA, in the first
six months of 2009, 1,013 civilians died in Afgh,anistan due to the conflict.
Out of this, 59 percent (595 deaths) were caused by.antigovern.ment forces and
310 deaths by pro-government forces.37 The large number of civilian casualties
further undermines the legitimacy of the Afghan adrriir:~stration.
Moreover, it is highly unlikely that many of the ISAF-contributing European
nations will be able to commit their forces for the next ten to fifteen years. Many
European nations, including Germany and Italy, are seriously debating their
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involvement in Afghanistan. So strategy in Afghanistan should be to raise the
strength of the Afghan National Army to around 200,000 and to involve some
of the regional countries in the management of the natioIi's security. To give a
concrete shape to this plan, two major things need to happen in the region. First,
a rapprochement between the United States and Iran must take place. Second, a
dramatic improvement in relations between India and Pakistan is also a prerequisite for this strategy. Therefore, the war in Afghanistan is not only about troop
numbers but also about serious diplomatic engagement by the United States to
create a regional platf<;xmfrom where this war will be fought both militarily
and diplomatically. Writing agenda for the new U.S. president, the current U.S.
special envoy to the Af-Pak region Ambassador Richard Holbrooke wrote last
year that "Afghanistan's future cannot be secmed by a counterinsurgency effort
alone; it will also require regional agreements that give Afghanistan's neighbors a
stake in the settlement. That includes Iran-as well as China, India, and Russia.
But the most important neighbor is, of course, Pakistan, which can destabilize Afghanistan at will-and has. Getting policy toward Islamabad right will
be absolutely critical for the next administration-and
very difficult,,38 So far
there has been no regional institutional mechanism to address this issue. What is
needed is a sustained institutional forum within the region to continue with this
engagement on a long-term basis. Haif-day meetings in some European capitals
will not serve any purpose except for some photo opportunities.

Conclusion
. Despite major challenges, Afghanistan has the potential to play an important
role in facilitating regional integration for the different economies of South
and Central Asia as well as the Middle East. Both India an~ China are playing a very important role in the reconstruction and development activities of
Afghanistan. If proposals concerning regional economic cooperation originating from Afghanistan are implemented by other countries in the region, it could
ultimately improve chances of peace not only between India and Pakistan but in
the entire Eurasian region. In a typical neo-functionalist way, success in regional
economic cooperation could ultimately lead to cooperation in security matters.
This wo~ld also be useful to create any new institutional economic and security
structure that may be needed for any post-NATO scenario in Afghanistan.
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